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in his treatment of the first appellants in 1598 (p. 43). As a matter of 
fact, is it not uncritical to assume that because the English Jesuits can 
be shown to have discussed in their letters the question of episcopal 
organization and because Parsons had before him schemes for the intro
duction of bishops, that he and his order actually argued with the pope 
in favor of bishops and against the archipresbyterate in I597? The Secu
lars at the time undoubtedly believed the contrary; the conduct both of 
Blackwell and of Garnet scarcely agrees with such an interpretation; 
the letter of Parsons to Garnet quoted in Usher's Reconstruction of the 
English Church, 1. 182, from the original in Stonyhurst Archives, is 
hardly compatible with such a view. Does not this evidence raise a pre
sumption too definite to be disposed of so casually and without the pro
duction of new evidence? 

Father Pollen has made elaborate researches in the archives at the 
Vatican, at Simancas, at Brussels, and at Paris without discovering in
formation of importance. Material considerable in amount but mainly 
corroborative and illustrative of what was already demonstrated from 
other sources he found in various collections but chiefly in the archives 
of the Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster. Nevertheless, the amount 
of new material utilized is not important and Father Pollen's account 
has retold the story with <;lifferent emphasis rather than changed it. 

ROLAND G. USHER. 

A Political and Social History of Modern Europe. By CARLTON J. 
H. HAYES, Associate Professor of History in Columbia Uni
versity. In two volumes. (New York: The Macmillan Com
pany. 1916. Pp. xxvi, 597; ix, 767.) 
THE plan of these volumes springs from a special conception of the 

requirements of a college course in modern European history. Professor 
Hayes feels that the collegian is often fed "so simple and scanty a 
mental pabulum that he becomes as a child and thinks as a child". To 
piece out or amplify the brief general statements of many texts by means 
of supplementary reading, without leaving bewildering gaps, is, he be
lieves, next to impossible. He has, therefore, not shrunk from producing 
a text-book in two volumes, aggregating thirteen hundred pages, with 
statements sufficiently full on many topics to reduce the need of further 
reading, or, at least, to change the problem. His choice of facts and 
manner of exposition are clearly suited to the intellectual maturity of 
older college students and of the reading public beyond university walls . 

. A second feature of the plan is the emphasis upon recent times. 
Although the volumes portray four centuries of European development, 
they give about five-twelfths of the space to the period since 1867. The 
point of view is predominantly social, because the rise of the bourgeoisie 
is confessedly C'the great central theme". Another main, interest ap
pears in the titles of parts IV. and V., "Democracy and Nationalism" 
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and "National Imperialism". The appreciations of nationalism are 
obviously prompted by reflections upon the causes of the Great War. 

The style is open, lively, forceful, carrying the reader along rapidly, 
especially after the first quarter of the second volume is reached. Cer
tain words, like" amazing", perhaps appear too frequently. In a few 
places we are treated to rhetoric rather than to a well-balanced statement 
of the facts of a situation. The word "reactionary" is overused, and 
often means persons unable to adjust themselves fast enough to social 
and political change. By a sort of optical illusion they seem to be mov
ing backward, just as does a slow train when we rush past it in an 
express. 

The second volume gives more scope to the author's qualities as an 
historical interpreter than does the first. In the second volume interest 
centres in chapters 21-25, which set forth the" Social Factors in Recent 
European History, 1871-1914", and explain the special form these fac
tors took in England, France, Germany, Russia, and the minor states 
during that time. The author calls this the Era of the Benevolent Bour
geoisie, or, rather, he quotes the designation. The name suggests his 
apparent attitude toward the triumphant middle classes, which he repre
sents as disconcerted occasionally by the confused, sometimes angry, 
cries from below, and as trying in a well-meaning but unimaginative way 
to make the least dangerous of the inevitable concessions. The twenty
first chapter also describes the interplay of Christianity and Politics, 
including" Clericalism" and" Anti-Clericalism", the" New Science", 
and its influence upon religion, and finally Karl Marx and Modern So
cialism. This is a remarkably successful effort to co-ordinate certain 
characteristic tendencies in a clear, succinct, and vigorous statement. 

The chapter on Russian problems is a refreshing exception to most 
accounts in English, because it is sympathetic and fair. In the expla
nation of the French Separation Act exception may be taken to the 
assertion that" it confiscated the bulk of ecclesiastical property". Had 
the pope permitted the associations cultuelles to be formed, as the ma
jority of the French bishops, it has been alleged, desired, no new con
fiscation would have taken place. The cessation of the payment of 
stipends, it is true, reopened the old wound made by the nationalization 
of ecclesiastical property in the first revolution. 

In dealing with the bourgeoisie the author seems at times dangerously 
close to the error for which he blames Bentham. He declares that 
Bentham was not democratic because" he had little faith in men", or, 
in other words, "believed them to be actuated by purely selfish motives ". 
The passage on the Anti-Corn Law League is a case in point. To quote: 

Richard Cobden owned cotton-printing works at Manchester and 
Sabden. John Bright· was the son and partner of a Rochdale mill-owner. 
Cobden supplied the arguments, Bright the passionate oratory. They 
well knew that cheaper flour would benefit their own class, the factory
owners, and they eloquently demonstrated to the workmen that the Corn 
Laws were responsible for the sufferings of the poor. 
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This is much the same as saying that they were not merely self-seekers 
but charlatans as well. Fortunately Bright is better treated in connec
tion with the Reform Acts. 

The first volume traverses more familiar ground and necessarily re-
. states what has been described many times before. It is curious to read 
an account of the Protestant movement without any clear indication that 
it had a bearing upon the development ·of freedom of thought. The 
statement that" the new [Protestant] theology was derived mainly from 
the teaching of such heretics as Wycliffe and Hus" is as old as the 
sixteenth century and is no more accurate now than it was then. It may 
also excite comment that only the advantageous results of the Inquisition 
and the Index are mentioned. 

In the sections on France in the eighteenth century, especially during 
the Revolution, are statements which need revision: for example, the 
reference to the poll or capitation tax as "trifling ", the treatment of 
Adam Smith as a disciple of Quesnay, the remark that the defenders of 
the Bastille (implying all) were slaughtered, and the statement that the 
men who overthrew Robespierre were more conservative than he. The 
insurrectionaries of the 13th Vendemiaire are loosely described as " popu
lace" and General Bonaparte, who repelled the attack on the Conven
tion, is called a "captain". Furthermore, the legislation abolishing the 
feudal system is described as completed and accepted by the king" within 
a week". The facts are that the king did not formally accept the August 
decrees until November 3, and that a beginning of legislation to carry 
them into effect was not made until the following March. The decrees 
only abolished feudalism in principle. More serious are the argument 
that the atrocities of the Reign of Terror were" natural and inevitable" 
and the implication that their victims were all "royalists and reac
tionaries ". 

Each chapter of both volumes is furnished with a full bibliographical 
statement, many of the titles being accompanied by suggestive comment. 
There is an abundance of well-executed maps, eighteen in the first volume 
and thirty-eight in the second. Altogether these volumes will do much 
to stimulate the study of history among older college students. 

H. E. BOURNE. 

The Century of the Renaissance. By LOUIS BATIFFOL. Trans
lated from the French by ELSIE F1NN1MORE BUCKLEY. With 

an Introduction by JOHN EDWARD COURTENAY BODLEY. [The 

National History of France, edited by Fr. Funck-Brentano.] 

(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1916. Pp. xxix, 429.) 

OF the usefulness of a history of France in half-a-dozen volumes of 
moderate size, written by French scholars of ability, unfolding the story 
of French life and thought and art, and adequately translated into Eng
lish, there is no question. The great Histoire de France, edited by 


